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Big Bang Shock waves Exponential Linear Sequential (Waterfall) Hybrid Delicate

Recommended in case of great urgency and large execution capacity limited or uncertain execution capacity 
and great differences between business 
units

uncertainty about possible image loss;  
when the design is likely to succeed; or  
when the MVP needs to be further  
concretized during execution. 

limited or uncertain execution capacity  
and when there are big differences  
between the business units where the  
changes have to take effect

similar to waterfall method, but with  
greater urgency for critical parts of the  
MVP that need to be rolled out faster

an extremely low execution 
capacity and great risk of 
image loss. Better to chop up 
the MVP into two or more 
smaller chunks. 

Characteristics

Approach/Touchpoints/ Units All at once The entire organization in 3 waves The entire organization in 3 waves.  
If an MVP proves viable and delivers  
results, the next wave can be bigger

The entire organization in 7 waves;  
# units per wave increases exponentially

The entire organization in 6 waves;  
# units per wave increases exponentially

The entire organization in  
11 waves; # units per wave 
increases exponentially

Time Short total lead time Short total lead time, some delay due to 
waste and changeover time

Short total lead time, some delay due  
to waste and changeover time

Average lead time per unit because  
of dedication

Average lead time per unit because  
of dedication

Long lead time per unit 
because of dedication

Selection criteria

Speed High Medium to High Medium Medium Medium to Low Low

Cost Relatively low Relatively Low Medium Medium Relatively High High

Risk High Medium to High Medium to High Medium to High Medium to High Medium to High

Benefits Customer sees results sooner.  
Concise, clear and hence effective.

Compared to Big Bang, some room to 
spread the pressure and implement 
lessons learned in the first wave.

Compared to Big Bang, more room to 
distribute the pressure and implement  
lessons learned in the first wave.

Manageability. Ability to differentiate. Three options for prioritizing 
parts of the prototype. 

Drawbacks Risky, few differentiation options. Relatively 
low cost.

Medium risk and differentiation options. Delay if assumed exponential acceleration  
after the first wave is  
not possible

Labor-intensive due to waste and  
changeover times. More debate about  
units’ supposed uniqueness.

Labor-intensive due to waste and  
changeover time. More expensive.

Very labor-intensive due to 
waste and changeover 
times. Expensive.

Source: Turner, 2016

 

Appendix 12 —Scaling Methods Checklist. Choose your scaling method carefully: 
which chunks in which waves? Small can be big. Each rectangle represents one 
execution cycle.
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